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You no longer need a dedicated Android phone or tablet to experience the 1.4 million apps available in Google Play. Android emulators make it easy to run Google's mobile OS side by side with Windows, so you can always access your favorite mobile messaging apps, games and more on the PCs you already own — and take advantage of your larger
monitor, hardware keyboard and other peripherals. Here are the best ways to run Android on your computer.Emulators are programs that basically mimic or act like the hardware and operating system of other machines. When you install an emulator, you get a virtual console in which you can install other apps and play around with the system.
Whether you want to check out Android before you buy a device, develop and test your own Android apps, expand Windows' paltry app selection, or sync apps between your Android phone or tablet and your PC, you have a number of utilities to choose from.AMIDuOSOf all the Android emulators we tested, AMIDuOS performed the best. On AnTuTu
benchmarks, AMIDuOS scored 45,611, compared to BlueStacks' score of 28,311 and Andy's showing of 31,299. AMIDuOS pulls off this impressive performance by running Android apps natively on your computer's x86 processor whenever possible, rather than emulating Android devices' less powerful ARM processors. AMIDuOS ran the performancedemanding Google Earth smoothly (and was able to find my location), detected and followed my "OK, Google" Google Now voice commands, and even allowed for copying and pasting text between Android and Windows.The fast performance comes at a price — $10 for a lifetime license per computer (after a 30-day trial) and, like other emulators, high
memory and CPU usage. The more memory and processing power your computer has, the better.For the money, though, AMIDuOS offers excellent performance and features, such as the ability to emulate a rooted Android device (so you can try apps and settings that you might not attempt with your $500 phone or tablet). Soon, it will also run
Android 5.0 Lollipop.Best for: People who want to run graphics-intensive or otherwise demanding Android apps, have enough system resources to run the virtual machine and/or want to try Android in root mode.Read AMIDuOS ReviewAndyAndy provides the full Android (4.2.2 KitKat) experience in either full-screen or windowed mode. You can
basically do anything in Andy that you could on an Android tablet or phone, including adding widgets to your home screen, backing up your virtual device to Google and receiving app notifications. The latter comes in handy, because instead of leaving a browser tab open for Facebook or Gmail or needing your phone for messaging apps like Snapchat,
you can just get the notifications in Andy.The program offers many ways for Android to interact with your PC (with either x86 processors or ARM processors) and even your phone. You can use your Android phone as a controller for Andy on your desktop (helpful when playing games that require tilting or tapping, if your computer doesn't support
these). Android apps can be launched from your Windows desktop, and you can copy files between Android and Windows through a shared folder.Andy is also attractively 100 percent free, although its parent company is an alleged adware distributor (a fact that might give some people pause). The program also ran disturbingly slow on my two-yearold laptop, so a newer computer with at least 4GB of RAM, if not more, is recommended if you want to run Android apps with Andy.Best for: Those who don't have a touch-screen PC and who want to use their Android device as a game controller, have enough system resources to run the virtual machine, have a laptop with an ARM processor, want to
run Andy on both Windows and Mac, and/or want to run Android in a flexible, resizable window (the other programs reviewed here only offer a fixed-size window).Read Andy ReviewBlueStacksBlueStacks App Player was one of the first Android emulators. Rather than virtualize the full Android OS, the program lets you install and run individual
Android apps on your PC, either in full-screen or windowed mode. According to the company, the system is compatible with 96 percent of the apps available in Google Play and 86 percent of Android games.While you can search for any Android app to install on your PC using BlueStacks, it is particularly focused on games, as its home page filled with
suggested games by category reveals. If you have a touch-screen computer, you can interact with Android apps just like you would on an Android phone or tablet: by tapping, swiping and tilting away.Unfortunately, although BlueStacks runs many games quite well, I found the program to be buggy and the user interface inflexible. However, it is a free
program that doesn't take up a lot of resources (it requires just 2GB of RAM) — as long as you're willing to occasionally install BlueStacks' recommended apps. Otherwise, the program costs $2 a month to keep playing.Best for: people who don't need the entire Android OS, want a free solution (and are OK with installing random apps) and just want to
play Android games, particularly on a resource-limited computer.Read BlueStacks ReviewOther Ways to Run Android in WindowsBlueStacks, Andy and AMIDuOS aren't the only Android emulators in town.YouWave is another option, but it costs a comparably hefty $19.99 and runs only the older Android 4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich.Genymotion, on the
other hand, is free, and, like AMIDuOS, takes advantage of your computer's x86 architecture for better performance. It runs on Windows, Mac and Linux. You can choose a specific device to emulate — a Google Nexus 9 running the latest version of Android (5.10), for example, or another Android tablet or phone — and create multiple virtual
machines. While Genymotion perfectly emulates the full Android environment, however, it's a tool meant more for Android developers. It doesn't include Google Play, so you can't install apps from there without work-arounds. And in my tests, I found bugs such as not being able to pinch to zoom in Google Maps. If you're willing to go through the steps
to install Google Play, however, Genymotion runs most apps smoothly, including those using 3D graphics, but performance isn't as strong as with AMIDuOS.The official Android SDK includes a mobile device emulator. Like Genymotion, it's meant primarily for developers to test their own Android apps on their computers. While it's possible to use the
Android emulator in the Android SDK to try out apps you want to run, the emulator is notoriously slow — perhaps impossibly slow, even.You can create your own Android emulator in Windows using VirtualBox and Android x86, but that's essentially like installing Andy or AMIDuOS, with more work involved and fewer user-interface controls.In short,
for a completely free option, you'll probably want to try either Andy or Genymotion. AMIDuOS, however, is a worthwhile $10 investment if you see yourself regularly using Android apps on your computer (and you can try it free for 30 days to see if it works for you).AMIDuOS ReviewedAndy Android Emulator TestedBlueStacks Evaluated Thanks to
hardware such as Shield TV and Android compatible game controllers, it's easier than ever to play PC and console games on your Android device. Since Google Play started allowing games that require controllers, the official Android app store has become home to hundreds of titles originally released on Windows, PlayStation, Nintendo DS, and other
platforms. While iOS devices could theoretically power some of the games on this list, only Android users can play them on their smartphones, tablets, or Android TV. That said, you'll need a higher-end device to run games with HD graphics, and most console titles require a controller to play. If you have the right hardware, the following games are
worth a download on Android. Valve This game is an absolute gaming classic. It's brief, but it doesn't overstay its welcome as you quickly discover the secrets of Aperture Science and its Portal Testing Initiative. GLaDOS, the omniscient and malicious super AI, remains one of the great villains in gaming. The puzzles and atmosphere are still
ingeniously done. This game is a must-play for anyone, and if you've yet to try it out, why not grab an Android device and play it now? And if you want some more Valve classics, Half-Life 2 (based on Half-Life 2 for PC) and its first and second episodes are on Android as well, though Portal 2 has yet to release on Android. Team Meat The trial
platformer genre has become popular on mobile, and many of the games owe a significant debt to Team Meat's take on the genre. Nvidia helped port it over to Android, and you can see many of the elements that helped make other games in this genre so popular. You will need a controller; the game would be way too difficult without one. The
challenges are brutal yet plentiful and rewarding, so if you succeed at this, you have truly proven your skills as a gamer. Gearbox Software The original game in this series helped popularize the loot-and-shoot genre for which Destiny and other games have since taken up the mantle. This "pre-sequel" taking place after Borderlands 1 and before 2
wasn't developed by Gearbox proper, but it allows you to collect billions of guns and do stomps on the moon. And for only $15, it's hard to turn this one down. We just need the other 2 games to show up on Android. While many of the games here require controllers, XCOM: Enemy Within is a turn-based strategy game that makes great use of the
touchscreen. It's also an incredibly deep strategy game that can be extremely punishing if you play on its hardest difficulties. You'll have to be smart and careful as you play, but it can be extremely rewarding. Enemy Within is an expanded version of Enemy Unknown, which is a remake of the 1994 cult classic UFO: Enemy Unknown. Devolver Digital /
Dennaton Dennaton's top-down action game is all about brutal violence and its impact. Your mysterious protagonist is sent on missions to kill large numbers of people, and it's up to you to discover why. Survival is not guaranteed, and one mistake will mess you up. The game is an interesting contradiction as it presents ultraviolence to you while not
letting you feel good about it. It's a fascinating concept for a game and incredibly captivating, much like many Devolver Digital titles. The soundtrack is well worth it to plug headphones into your device. The electronic tracks help add to the mood and the devastating nature of the entire product. The sequel Hotline Miami 2 can also be played on
Android. Yacht Club Games This is the best retro-inspired platformer you can get right now. Inspired by Mega Man, Castlevania, DuckTales, and all manner of 8-bit era games, you play as the shovel-wielding hero as you try to defeat the Order of the No Quarter, including the mysterious Enchantress. The levels have some neat platforming tricks up
their sleeves, along with secrets to discover. This game feels a lot like it could have been made in the 80s and become an all-time classic, but it came out in the mid-2010s. Virt's soundtrack is wonderful, too. The catch here is that the game is currently an Amazon exclusive, so you'll need a Fire TV to play it. But if you do, then you need to, as it's one of
the finest platformers out there. The Plague of Shadows expansion dramatically changes the game enough to justify the extra purchase. Konami Stylistic violence experts Platinum Games pair up with Kojima Productions on this 3D action game. You play as the sword-wielding Raiden, and you get to do all sorts of acrobatic stunts to engage in some
crazy combat. The combat isn't just mindless chaos: The game rewards you for smart kills, and you can use a free-swinging sword mode to precisely cut your enemies in a way to absorb more energy and get more points. Giant boss fights are part of the fun too. If you enjoy verbose dialogue, but maybe not on the par of the overly-verbose Metal Gear
Solid 4, you'll love Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance. Right now, this one is only available on Nvidia Shield TV. The game looks fantastic and clearly pushes the device to its limits. Metalhead Software It may not be a licensed MLB simulation, but Super Mega Baseball is an amazing baseball game nonetheless. The hitting and pitching systems are
simple enough for anyone to pick up and play, but they provide enough complexity for players to feel truly in control. Friendly enough for beginners to get, but deep enough for baseball fans to enjoy, this is one of the best games in its genre for Android or on any platform. Tipping Goat / Nvidia Shield Partners It's common for people who don't
understand sports to mix up terminology. Thanks to Super Slam Dunk Touchdown, they will finally be vindicated. This multiplayer sports game is all about combining all sorts of sports into one massive amalgamation of a game. It's goofy fun with several different scoring mechanisms and ways that you can play based on the type of athlete you choose.
Grab some controllers, some friends, and have a great time. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why!
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